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Directions (1-5): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
There are six bikes – P, Q, R, S, T, U – parked in a row facing north direction, but not necessarily in 
the same order. The distances between two adjacent bikes are successive multiples of five (i.e. if the 
distance between the 1st and the 2nd bike is 5 m, 1st and the 3rd bike is 10 m and between 1st and 4th 
bike is 15 m and so on.) 
Information regarding all the bikes is: 
I. Bike R is to the immediate right of P and the distance between them is 25m. 
II. Bike T is to the left of Bike U but not immediate left and the total distance between them is 75m. 
III. The person who has Bike Q takes his bike as he wants to go to his office so he moves 32 m in south 
direction from there he turns to his right and moves 12 m then he turns 90° in clockwise direction and 
moves 16m and after walking 8 m in east direction, he finally reached to his office. 
IV. The total distance between bike T and P is a multiple of 11. 
V. There is only one bike is parked to the right of Bike Q. 
VI. If Bike S starts moving in north direction and after walking 18 m it turns to the right and covers 
45m before turning to right. After that it moves 2m in the same direction. Now Bike S, Bike R and 
another Bike V (which is exactly between Bike S and Bike R) will be in a straight line manner. 
 
Q1. What is the distance between Bike R and Bike U? 
(a) 120 m 
(b) 105 m 
(c) 140 m 
(d) 85 m   
(e) 95 m 
 
Q2. How many Bikes are there between Bike P and Bike Q?  
(a) Two  
(b) None  
(c) More than three 
(d) One 
(e)  Three 
 
Q3. How far is Bike V from Bike R? 
(a) 25 m 
(b) 8 m 
(c) They don’t align in the same straight line 
(d) 32 m   
(e) 27 m 
 
Q4. What is the position of the office of a person with respect 
to the initial position of Bike Q? 

(a) 5√34 m towards north-west 
(b) 50 m towards north-east 

(c) 4√17 m towards south-west 

(d) 5√34 m towards south-east 
(e) None of these  
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Q5. If Bike S starts moving in north direction from its initial position and after walking 5 m it 

turns to the right and covers 45m and then turns to left and moves 5m. Now how far is Bike S with 

respect to Bike T? 

(a) 8√3 m towards north-west 

(b) 30 m towards south-east 

(c) 10√7 m towards north-east 

(d) 10√10 m towards north-west 

(e) None of these  

 

Q6. U.S. President Donald Trump on Saturday said “things hasn't worked, agreements violated 

before the ink was dry, making fools of U.S. negotiators. Sorry, but only one thing will work!" in 

dealing with North Korea after previous administrations had talked to Pyongyang without results 

to protect itself and its allies from North Korea's nuclear threats. 

What could be the possible reason of this statement? 

(I) North Korea's nuclear weapons and missile programs have driven up tensions in the region and 

around the world in recent months, particularly after it conducted a test explosion of what it said was 

a hydrogen bomb. 

(II) U.S has paid massive amounts of money to North Korea for 25 years and now it disagrees to 

repay it. 

(III) North Korea is signing new agreements with China and violated the agreements which have 

been signed with U.S. 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Only (III)   

(c) All (III), (I) and (II) 

(d) Both (II) and (III) 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (7-8): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

First 12 numbers are written from bottom to top. The letters of word ‘BEAUTY’ are written in 

alphabetical order against each multiple of 2 (One letter against one number) from bottom to top. 

There are 2 letters between E and R. There are as many letters between V and Q as between V and H. 

There are 3 letters between R and V. R is not against number 9. M is above G and Q is above V (No 

letter is repeated against any number).  

 

Q7. Which is the second letter in word formed by letters against numbers 3, 6, 7, and 12? 

(a) E 

(b) V 

(c) N 

(d) Y 

(e) R 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/tag/369-244/north-korea?utm=bodytag
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Q8. Which alphabet is written against no.11? 

(a) E 

(b) U 

(c) Q 

(d) M 

(e) H 

 

Q9. Which symbol is used in Excel to denote exponential numbers? 

(a) * 

(b) ^ 

(c) & 

(d) $ 

(e) None of these 

 

Q10. Statement: Because of the large number of potholes in road X, reaching airport in time has 

become difficult. 

Assumptions: 

I. Reaching airport in time may not be always necessary. 

II. There is no other convenient road to the airport. 

(a) If only assumption I is implicit. 

(b) If only assumption II is implicit 

(c) If either I or II is implicit  

(d) If neither I nor II is implicit 

(e) If both I and II are implicit 

 

Direction (11-15): Study the following diagram and convert it into other diagrams by 

implementing the instructions which is given in each step to get next step. 

 
For Step-1: Interchange the Alphabets as per the arrows mentioned in the above figure to get step-1. 
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For step- 2: 
(i) If the alphabets contain one vowel and one consonant and number with them is less than 5 then 
replace the number with its square. 
(ii) If the alphabets contain one vowel and one consonant and number with them is greater than 5 
then subtract 2 from the given number. 
(iii) If the alphabet contains two consonant then change both the letters with their succeeding letter 
according to alphabetical order. 

 
For Step – 3: Step-3 is coded in some special pattern. 

 
As per the rules followed in the above step, find out the appropriate steps for the given input and 
answer the following questions. 

 
 
Q11. Which element comes in step-2 in the second row of third column? 
(a) WA20 
(b) IJ23 
(c) HU18 
(d) AX8 
(e) None of these 
 
Q12. Which element replaces TG9 from step-2 to step-3? 
(a) TL5 
(b) VZ20 
(c) IH1 
(d) UG7 
(e) None of these 
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Q13. Which of the following element is placed just opposite to HA23 in step 3? 

(a) UG7 

(b) EJ21 

(c) TL5 

(d) WU21 

(e) None of these 

 

Q14. Which of the following element is placed adjacent to IH1 in step 3 in clock-wise direction? 

(a) WU9 

(b) CX19 

(c) EJ21 

(d) AX15 

(e) None of these 

 

Q15. In Step-3 which of the following number is placed with the alphabet which replaces IJ23 

from step 2 to step 3? 

(a) 9 

(b) 25 

(c) 21 

(d) 11 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (16-17): In each of the following questions, two statements numbered I and II are given. 

There may be cause and effect relationship between the two statements. These two statements 

may be the effect of the same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent 

causes without having any relationship. Read both the statements in each question and mark your 

answer accordingly. Give answer- 

(a) If statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect;  

(b) If statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect; 

(c) If both the statements I and II are independent causes;  

(d) If both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes;  

(e) If both the statements I and II are effects of some common cause.  

 

Q16. I. The staff of Airport authorities called off the strike they were observing in protest against 

privatization.   

II. The staff of Airport authorities went on strike anticipating a threat their jobs.  

 

Q17. I. Many people visited the religious place during the weekend.  

II. Few people visited the religious place during the week days.  
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Directions (18-22): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given 

below: 

Eight family members namely I, J, K, L, M, N, O and P are living in an 8-floor building. Only one 

person stays on one floor. All persons are going to Gym on different time i.e. 6.45 a.m, 7.10 a.m, 8 

p.m, 6.30 a.m, 8.30 p.m, 9 p.m, 6 a.m and 8.30 a.m. Also each person eats different fruits before to 

going gym. Fruits are i.e. Apple, Guava, Banana, Mango, Pineapple, Grapes, Orange and Litchi, but 

not necessarily in the same order. 

L’s maternal aunt does not live on the 8th and 1st floor. The person, who eats Banana, lives on the fifth 

floor. L’s grandmother eats Banana and L’s uncle eats Litchi. K is the wife of I and she has only one 

child. The person, who eats Banana, does not go gym on 7.10 a.m. The person, who goes gym on 6.30 

a.m, lives on an even-number floor. The person, who goes gym on 6.45 a.m, is a brother of I. O is the 

sister-in-law of I. L’s grandmother has one brother. The person, who goes gym on 6 a.m, lives on the 

top floor. The person, who eats Grapes lives between K and L’s grandmother. O eats Mango and M’s 

husband’s brother-in-law eats Guava. M is the mother of I. The person, who eats Litchi, goes gym on 

6.45 a.m and he does not stay on the fifth floor. The person, who goes on 8.30 p.m, lives on the 7th 

floor. N is the father of J, who is the uncle of L. K’s father-in-law eats Apple and lives on the 6th floor. 

The person, who eats Orange, goes gym on 8 p.m and lives on the 3rd floor. The person, who eats 

Pineapple, lives on the 1st floor. I’s child and the one, who goes on 8.30 a.m, lives on even-numbered 

floor. 

 

Q18. Who goes gym on 6.30 a.m? 

(a) N                           

(b) I                              

(c) M 

(d) Can’t be determined                         

(e) L 

 

Q19. How is K related to J? 

(a) Brother-in-law                  

(b) Brother                          

(c) Son    

(d) Sister-in-law                       

(e) Father 

 

Q20. Who lives on immediate above the one, who goes gym on 8 p.m? 

(a) I                            

(b) O                          

(c) The one, who eats Grapes     

(d) The one, who eats Banana                  

(e) The one, who goes gym on 8.30 a.m   
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Q21. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and hence they form a group. Which one 

of the following does not belong to that group?  

(a) I                                    

(b) The one, who goes gym on 8 p.m                

(c) The one, who eats Banana     

(d) The one, who eats Grapes         

(e) The one, who goes gym on 8.30 p.m 

 

Q22. If L is the husband of R, then how is R related to K’s husband? 

(a) Daughter                              

(b) Can’t be determined                       

(c) Mother  

(d) Sister             

(e) Daughter-in-law 

 

Q23. What is a modulator/demodulator that is connected to a circuit board or motherboard? 

(a) Fax modem 

(b) Network Interface Card (NIC) 

(c) Internal modem 

(d) External modem 

(e) None of these 

 

Q24. Pointing to A and B, C says, “Both are the children of the only son of my grandfather.” If A 

says, “I have as many brothers and sisters as C have.” Then how is B related to D, who is a 

member of C’s family?  

(a) Can’t say     

(b) Brother    

(c) Sister  

(d) Either brother or sister   

(e) None of these  

 

Q25. If A is brother of K and K is married to J. F is the mother of J and Y is the only child of K. M 

is married to Y and son-in-law of K. J is son-in-law of N. Then how is Y related to F?      

(a) Daughter-in-law   

(b) Granddaughter 

(c) Daughter   

(d) Can’t be determined 

(e) Sister 
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Q26. Without alienating Bangladesh, China is backing Myanmar, setting the stage of mediation 

between the two countries to resolve the Rohingya humanitarian and refugee crisis. On September 

28, China flew 2,000 tents and 3,000 blankets as part of a 150 tonnes relief package for Rohingya 

refugees, fleeing the violence in Myanmar. 

Which of the following substantiates the given statement? 

(I) Chinese Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guoxiang visited Bangladesh and offered to tackle a 

diplomatic row between Bangladesh and Myanmar over the flight of the Rohingya. 

(II) The Chinese side is highly concerned about the difficulty facing Bangladesh in resettling the 

displaced people in the Myanmar-Bangladesh border area. 

(III) China wants to establish a railway from the Bay of Bengal, linking Myanmar with its Yunnan 

Province, within the framework of its Belt and Road undertaking. 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Only (II) and (I)  

(c) Only (III)  

(d) Only (II) 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (27-31): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given 

below: 

There are Seven Lecturers – Bhaskar, Bharti, Manu, Vidhi, Vansha, Sukant, and Deepak. They teach 

seven subjects, viz., Maths, Zoology, Botany, Chemistry, Physics, English and Statistics on one day in 

a week starting from Monday and ending on Sunday (of the same week). There will be separate 

timings for each lecture and the number of hours for each lecture can be 1hr, 2hr, 3hr, 4hr and 5 hr.  

Note: Total hours taken by all the lecturers = 18 hours. There are two such cases where the duration 

of the lectures given by two lecturers is same. 

Chemistry is taught on Thursday. English is neither taught on Tuesday nor on Saturday. The Botany 

professor gave lecture immediately after lecturer Bhaskar. Bharti is not a Chemistry Professor. Maths 

is taught for one hour. The Professor Bharti gave his lecture on one of the days before Friday. Neither 

professor Vansha nor professor Sukant gave his lecture on Sunday. Professor Sukant gave his lecture 

immediately after Vansha. Lecturer Bhaskar spent more time than Lecturer Manu. Time taken by 

lecturer Manu is the sum of time taken by the lecturers Bharti and Sukant. Subjects Maths & Zoology 

are taught for same duration. The lecturer who took maximum time is immediately preceded by the 

person who took less than one hour of maximum time. The difference between durations of lectures 

of the subjects taught on Friday and Sunday is equal to the time taken by the lecturer Bhaskar. 

Professor who gave maths lecture is immediately preceded and followed by Manu and Deepak 

respectively. Professor who gave lecture on Sunday spent less than three hours. Only one lecture is 

held between Chemistry and Botany. There are two lectures between the lectures of Zoology and 

Math. Zoology is taught after Math. Statistics is neither taught on Monday nor on Sunday. Botany is 

not taught on the immediate next day on which Zoology is taught. Physics is taught on Monday. 
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Q27. Which of the following Subject is taught by Bhaskar? 

(a) Statistics 

(b) Chemistry 

(c) Zoology 

(d) Physics 

(e) English 

 

Q28. Which of the following combinations is True with respect 

to the given arrangement? 

(a) Maths –Monday 

(b) Chemistry – Friday 

(c) Zoology – Wednesday 

(d) Physics – Friday 

(e) English – Sunday 

 

Q29. If all the persons are made to arrange in alphabetical order from Monday to Sunday, 

positions of how many persons will remain unchanged? 

(a) Four 

(b) None 

(c) Two 

(d) One 

(e) Three 

 

Q30. Professor Vidhi gave lecture for how many hours? 

(a) One hour 

(b) Two hours 

(c) None of the given options is true. 

(d) Three hours 

(e) Four hours 

 

Q31. Who among the following gave lecture immediately after Sukant? 

(a) Bharti 

(b) Vansha 

(c) Bhaskar 

(d) Vidhi 

(e) Deepak 

 

Q32. Statement: The Officer In charge of a Company had a hunch that some money was missing 

from the safe.   

Courses of action:   

I. He should get it recounted with the help of the staff and check it with the balance sheet.  

II. He should inform the police.  
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(a) Only I follow.  

(b) Both I and II follow. 

(c) Only II follow. 

(d) Either I or II follow.  

(e) Neither I nor II follow. 

 

Q33. Statement: The ground water in the locality has been found to contain high level of arsenic 

making it dangerous to drink.  

Courses of action:   
I. The people living in the area should be shifted to another area to avoid a catastrophic situation.  

II. The government should make arrangements for supply of safe drinking water.  

(a) Only I follow.  

(b) Both I and II follow. 

(c) Only II follow. 

(d) Either I or II follow.  

(e) Neither I nor II follow. 
 

Directions (34-38): Answer these questions based on the following information. 

In a certain code: 

“Locomotion is the best exercise” is coded as - “DOT ROS VIE VIT CIX” 

“Crocodile walk is complete” is coded as - “BOR ZEK ROS BOT” 

“Bodyweight exercise fared perfect” is coded as - “LUT CIX VID BET” 

“Professional martial athletes does” is coded as - “BOS BIT BET LUS” 

 

Q34. What will be the code for “Locomotive”? 

(a) COV 

(b) DOT 

(c) ROS  

(d) DOS 

(e) None of these 

 
Q35. What must be the code for “BIT VID ROS CIX”? 

(a) martial fared is exercise 

(b) does perfect is the 

(c) locomotion is perfect martial 

(d) martial arts is fared 

(e) None of these 

 

Q36. Which of the following can be coded as “Boy”? 

(a) Dolly 

(b) Ahoy 

(c) Troy 

(d) Loot 

(e) None of these 
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Q37. If all E’s in the word “exercise” are removed, then what would be the code for the resulting 

word? 

(a) CIS 

(b) CIX 

(c) BIS 

(d) ROS 

(e) None of these 

 

Q38. What could be the code for “completion”? 

(a) DOY 

(b) BOY 

(c) BOT 

(d) CON 

(e) None of these 

 

Q39. Defence minister compliments Army for professional handling of Doklam standoff. Nirmala 

Sitharaman also said modernisation of the Army was a priority for the government and that all the 

“deficiencies” will be addressed to strengthen its combat capability. 

Which of the following is not-in-line with the given statement? 

(I) Defence minister complimented the Army for its professionalism in handling the Doklam standoff 

and other challenges such as containing insurgency in the northeastern region. 

(II) India’s concerns about the Siliguri Corridor’s security are understandable, but New Delhi cannot 

mess around. 

(III) Army during events like Doklam standoff, response to natural disasters and keeping the 

situation of insurgency in the North East states fairly under control. 

(a) Only (I)  

(b) Only (II) and (I)  

(c) Only (III) and (II) 

(d) Only (II) 

(e) None of these 

 

Direction (40-44): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

 

Eight persons viz. K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R, who are sitting in a circular formation playing passing 

the parcel. All persons pass the parcel to each other and every time one person will get the parcel at 

the end and it continues. Eight numbers viz. 1, 2, 3………….8 are written on the parcel in such a way 

that each number in written with different color viz. Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 

White also each person who get the parcel at the end will get that number written on the parcel. One 

person will get the parcel only once and no two persons get the same number.  Each number has 

different tasks to perform viz. Comedy, Dancing, Drink bitter guard juice, Eat green chilly, Mimicry, 

Read a poem, Singing, Stand on ice, according to the number they receive all persons perform.  
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No. 4 is written with White color. K sits second to the left of the one who got no. 7. Task to read a 

poem is at no.6 and is written with Red colour. P sits opposite to N. No. 5 neither has a task to 

perform Singing nor Comedy. Both M and Q are immediate neighbours of each other. The difference 

between the numbers received by R and the one who is immediate left of him, is 4. L sits third to the 

right of N. P gets the task of performing Dancing. No.2 is written with Orange color and No. 8 has the 

task to eat Green Chilly. P sits second to the left of R. M received no.5 and both his immediate 

neighbours received highest and lowest numbers. R received an even number and P received it’s 

twice. The number which is written with Purple has a task to perform Mimicry and performed by the 

one who is an immediate neighbour of M. Comedy is not performed by the one who received the 

number which is written with Orange color. N received the number which is lowest odd prime 

number. Number 3 is neither written with Blue nor Pink. The one, who received number 1 and the 

one, who received number 6, sits opposite to each other. One of the even number is written with 

Green color. The number is which is written with Black color has a task to Drink Bitter Guard juice. 

The one, who sits opposite to L, received the number, which is not written with Blue color. 

 

Q40. Who among the following received number 1? 

(a) K 

(b) N 

(c) O 

(d) R 

(e) Q 

 

Q41. What task will be performed by the one, who received number-5? 

(a) Dancing  

(b) Mimicry 

(c) Stand on ice 

(d) Comedy 

(e) Read a poem 

 

Q42. Number-7 is written with which color? 

(a) Purple  

(b) Red 

(c) White 

(d) Green 

(e) Pink 

 

Q43. Who among the following performs Singing? 

(a) K 

(b) N 

(c) O 

(d) R 

(e) Q 
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Q44. Which of the following combination is correct? 

(a) Dancing-4-White  

(b) Mimicry-3-Purple 

(c) Stand on ice-5-Orange 

(d) Comedy-5-Purple 

(e) Read a poem-8-Red 

 

Q45. There are 56 students in a class and the ratio of Boys and Girls are 5:3. Raman’s rank is 16th 

from the top and there are only 9 boys sitting in between Raman and Shalini, who is a girl and 

sitting behind Raman. Then how many girls are sitting ahead of Shalini? 

(a) 15 

(b) 7 

(c) 9 

(d) Can’t be determine 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (46-47): There are two bags A and B. Bag A contains 3 black and 4 white balls while bag 

B contains 4 black and 3 white balls. As a part of an experiment, a fair dice is rolled. If the face 4 or 

6 turns up, a white ball is taken from bag A and is then placed into bag B. If any other face turns 

up, a white ball is taken from bag B and is then placed into bag A. The experiment is performed 

twice.   

 

Q46. What is the probability that bag A has same number of white balls as that was before 

performing the experiments?     

(a) 
2

3
    

(b) 
2

9
    

(c) 
1

3
  

(d) 
4

9
     

(e) None of these 

 

Q47. What is the probability that total number of balls in bag A is not more than that in Bag B 

after performing the experiments?   

(a) 
4

9
     

(b) 
8

9
     

(c) 
5

9
   

(d) 
7

9
  

(e) Cannot be determined  
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Directions (48-52): In the given questions, two quantities are given, one as Quantity I and another 
as Quantity II. You have to determine relationship between two quantities and choose the 
appropriate option. 

 
Q48. ABCD is square with area 338 cm2 and ABEF is a rhombus with area 312 cm2.  (2 Marks) 

 
Quantity I: Area of the shaded region. 
Quantity II: 80 cm2. 
(a) Quantity I > Quantity II  
(b) Quantity I < Quantity II  
(c) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II  
(d) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II  
(e) Quantity I = Quantity II or No relation  
 
Q49. Train A started from point P for Q and after one hour, another train B with speed 20 km/h 
more than that of train A also started from point P for Q. Two hours after starting, train B crossed 
train A at point R. 10 hours after crossing train A, Train B reached Q and started its return journey 
from Q to P without any delay. This time, both the trains crossed each other at point S.  (2 Marks)  

Quantity I: The distance between point P and R.  
Quantity II: The distance between point Q and S.  
(a) Quantity I > Quantity II  
(b) Quantity I < Quantity II  
(c) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II  
(d) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II  
(e) Quantity I = Quantity II or No relation  
 
Q50. Capacities of three vessels A, B and C are the ratio 3 : 4 : 5 respectively. A, B and C are filled 
with water, honey and milk respectively and then contents of these vessels are poured into a larger 
vessel D. Now A, B and C are again filled with milk, water and honey respectively and then 
contents of these vessels are poured again into D. If we add 20 liters of milk in vessel D, the 
quantities of milk and honey in vessel D will become equal.  (2 Marks) 

Quantity I: Capacity of vessel A in liters.  
Quantity II: 80 liters.  
(a) Quantity I > Quantity II  
(b) Quantity I < Quantity II  
(c) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II  
(d) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II  
(e) Quantity I = Quantity II or No relation  
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Q51. 25 men started a work. They completed 40% of the total work in 60 days. Then they were 

joined by 20 women and the work got completed in next 60 days.  (2 Marks) 

Quantity I: Time taken by 30 men and 24 women working together to complete the work.  

Quantity II: Time taken by 25 men and 32 women working together to complete the work.  

(a) Quantity I > Quantity II  

(b) Quantity I < Quantity II  

(c) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II  

(d) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II  

(e) Quantity I = Quantity II or No relation  

 

Q52. The probabilities of India winning a cricket match against New Zealand in India, in New 

Zealand and at a neutral venue (neither in India nor in New Zealand) are 0.8, 0.5 and 0.6 

respectively. The team winning more number of matches than the other team in a series wins the 

series and all the matches in a series are won by either of the two teams (No match ends without a 

result).  (2 Marks) 

Quantity I: Probability of India winning a series of 4 matches in New Zealand.  

Quantity II: Probability of India winning a series of 3 matches at a neutral venue.  

(a) Quantity I > Quantity II  

(b) Quantity I < Quantity II  

(c) Quantity I ≥ Quantity II  

(d) Quantity I ≤ Quantity II  

(e) Quantity I = Quantity II or No relation  

 

Directions (53-55): India declared the football team for FIFA Under-17 World Cup which includes 

3 goalkeepers, 6 defenders, 7 midfielders and 5 forwards. A team of 11 players needs to be chosen 

for every match of the tournament. The playing team will include all the four types of players. The 

minimum and maximum numbers of different types of players will be as per the following table:    

Types of Players 
Number of Players 

Minimum Maximum 

Goalkeeper 1 1 

Defender 3 5 

Midfielder 2 5 

Forward 1 4 

 

Q53. If the number of midfielders needs to be included in the team is more than that of forwards, 

then in how many ways the playing team with maximum number of defenders can be chosen?   

(a) 6300    

(b) 13230   

(c) 3150  

(d) 9450     

(e) None of these 
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Q54. If the number of defenders needs to be included in the playing team is same as that of 

midfielders and is double of the number of forwards, then in how many ways the team can be 

chosen?  

(a) 10500     

(b) 31500    

(c) 15750   

(d) 5250     

(e) Cannot be determined  

 

Q55. If the number of midfielders needs to be included is 1 more than the number of defenders 

and at least 2 forwards need to be included in the team, then in how many ways the team can be 

chosen?   

(a) 5250     

(b) 21000    

(c) 15750   

(d) 10500    

(e) None of these  

 

Directions (56-60): The following questions are accompanied by three statements A, B and C. You 

have to determine which statement(s) is/are necessary/sufficient to answer the question.  

 

Q56. A, B and C entered into a partnership. The profit earned by them in the business is 

proportional to the investment and the period of investment. What is the profit of B if all of them 

invested the amount for one year and total profit is Rs.x.   

A. C invested Rs.2000 less than that of B. 

B. A invested 2 times more than that of C. A invested double the amount invested by B.  

C. B invested 50% less than that of A and 50% more than that of C.  

(a) Only A and B together  

(b) Only A and C together  

(c) Only C  

(d) Either B alone or C alone   

(e) Only B  

 

Q57. What is the speed of the stream?   

A. The boat goes 45 km and comes back in 8 hours.  

B. Speed of boat in still water is four times the speed of stream.  

C. The boat goes 60 km and comes back in 10 hours 40 minutes.  

(a) Any two of the three together  

(b) Only A and C together  

(c) All the three together  

(d) Only A and B together  

(e) Only B and C together  
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Q58. What is the volume of the cuboid?   

A. The ratio of length and breadth is 6 : 5 and the total surface area is 900 cm2. 

B. The ratio of length and height is 4 : 5. 

C. The total surface area of a cube, having length of its edge equal to the height of given cuboid is 

1350 cm3. 

(a) Only A and B together  

(b) Only A and C together  

(c) All the three together  

(d) Any two of the three together  

(e) Either A and B together or A and C together  

 

Q59. There are some red, blue and green balls in bag. How many red balls are there in the bag?   

A. Ratio of number of green and blue balls in the bag is 1 : 2. 

B. If one ball is selected at random from the bag, the probability of the selected ball being blue is 
4

9
. 

C. Sum of number of green and blue balls is twice the number of red balls in the bag. 

(a) All the three together are not sufficient  

(b) Either A and B together or B and C together  

(c) Any two of the three together  

(d) Only A and B together  

(e) All the three together   

 

Q60. What is the cost price of an article?   

A. After selling 9 articles, shopkeeper had a profit equal to the cost price of 2 such articles. 

B. If the shopkeeper had sold one article at Rs.80 more than the original selling price, he would have 

had 33
1

3
% profit. 

C. If he had sold one article at 25% less than the original selling price, he would have had loss of 

Rs.60. 

(a) Only A and B together  

(b) All the three together  

(c) Either A and B together or A and C together  

(d) Only A and C together  

(e) Any two of three together  

 

Directions (61-63): There are 500 students in a school. Out of them 200 play football, 300 play 

cricket and 150 play hockey. 150 students play both football and cricket, 100 students play both 

cricket and hockey and 75 students play both hockey and football.  

 

Q61. What is the maximum number of students who play all the three games?  (2 Marks)  

(a) 100     

(b) 125     

(c) 50  

(d) 75     

(e) Cannot be determined  
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Q62. What is the minimum number of students who play only cricket?  (2 Marks) 

(a) 150     

(b) 75     

(c) 100  

(d) 125     

(e) None of these  

 

Q63. If the number of students who play either only cricket or only hockey is 135, then how many 

students play both football and cricket but not hockey?  (2 Marks) 

(a) 105     

(b) 85     

(c) 95  

(d) 115     

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (64-68): Percentage of people of different age groups who cast their votes in the election 

of five different states.  

Some values are missing. You have to calculate these values if required:  

             People → 

States ↓ 

Age Group 

(18-25) (26-35) (36-50) (51-70) (71-100) 

Uttar Pradesh 42% — 18% 12% — 

Goa — 38% — 19% 6% 

Uttarakhand 47% 31% 17% — 4% 

Manipur — 35% 19% 17% 8% 

Punjab 40% 22% — 18% 12% 

Note: No other age group cast vote in these five states. 

 

Q64. If the number of people who are more than 50 years of age cast their votes from Goa, are 0.5 

times the total number of people who are less than 51 years of age cast their votes from 

Uttarakhand, then total number of people who cast their votes from Goa in all age groups is what 

percent of the total number of people who cast their votes from Uttarakhand in all age groups?   

(a) 170% 

(b) 190% 

(c) 210% 

(d) 150% 

(e) None of these  
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Q65. If the number of people who cast their votes from U.P. in the age group of (51-70) years are 36 

lakhs and the number of people who cast their votes in the age group of (18-25) years from Punjab 

are 100 lakh then find the ratio of the number of people who cast their votes from UP in age group 

(18-25) years to the total number of people who are more than 35 years of age cast their votes from 

Punjab.   

(a) 126 : 95 

(b) 85 : 126  

(c) 125 : 13 

(d) 13 : 126  

(e) None of these 

 

Q66. If the total number of people who cast their votes from Punjab is 425 lakhs then number of 

people of more than 35 years of age who cast their votes from Punjab is what percent more/less 

than the total number of people of age less than 36 years who cast their votes from Punjab? 

(Calculate up to two decimal points)   

(a) 47.24% 

(b) 43.53% 

(c) 44.28% 

(d) 45.16% 

(e) 38.70% 

 

Q67. If the number of people who cast their votes from Manipur in the age group of 18-25 are 10.5 

lakh and the no. of people who cast their votes from Goa in the age group of 51-70 are 30% more 

than the total number of people who cast their votes from Manipur, then find the approximate 

total number of people who cast their votes from Goa in all age groups?   

(a) 350 lakh 

(b) 288 lakh 

(c) 342 lakh 

(d) 338 lakh 

(e) 400 lakh 

 

Q68. Out of the total number of people who cast their votes 

from UP, 55% of them are female then find the number of 

female who cast their votes from UP in the age group of (71-100) 

if total number of people who cast their votes from UP are 300 

lakh?   

(a) 75 lakhs 

(b) 85 lakhs 

(c) 95 lakhs 

(d) Cannot be determined  

(e) None of these  
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Directions (69-73): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions that 

follow:  

(Note: Total Earning = Salary + Incentives)  

 

Gaurav and Vivek are currently working in an M.N.C. as software developers. Both of them have 

different monthly salaries. Salary of Gaurav is Rs.62500 per month, which is 16
2

3
% less than monthly 

salary of Vivek. Both of them also earn a certain amount of incentive. Amount of incentives of Gaurav 

is 15% of the monthly salary of Vivek and is 12.5% more than the monthly incentive of Vivek.  

Monthly expenditure of Gaurav for food is Rs.7550, while the same of Vivek is Rs.8850. Both of them 

are sharing the same flat which cost them a rent of Rs.16000 (each of them is paying 50% of rent). 

Gaurav spends 30% of his total earning (salary +incentive) on shopping, while Vivek is also spending 

the same amount on shopping. Gaurav makes a saving of Rs.26500 and the remaining is spent as 

“other expenditures”. The “other expenditures” of Vivek are 
7

5
  of the “other expenditures” of 

Gaurav. The remaining amount is saved by Vivek.  

 

Q69. Find the difference in savings of Vivek and savings of Gaurav.  (2 Marks)  

(a) Rs.6250    

(b) Rs.6120    

(c) Rs.6520    

(d) Rs.7200    

(e) None of these  

 

Q70. If Vivek would have earned only half of the incentive, then his expenditure on ‘rent’ would 

be what percent of his total earnings?  (2 Marks) 

(a) 10%    

(b) 20%   

(c) 15% 

(d) 12.5%    

(e) None of these  

 

Q71. Neeraj, who is the team leader of Vivek and Gaurav have a total earning equal to 80% of the 

sum of total earning of Vivek and Gaurav and saving is Rs.870 less than the savings of Vivek. 

What percent of income Neeraj is saving?  (2 Marks) 

(a) 20%    

(b) 22.5%   

(c) 25% 

(d) 30%    

(e) None of these  
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Q72. What is the ratio of money spent by Gaurav on rent to the incentive of Vivek?  (1 Mark) 

(a) 4 : 3     

(b) 5 : 7    

(c) 7 : 5 

(d) 5 : 6      

(e) None of these  

 

Q73. Find the sum of the money spent by Vivek and Gaurav on ‘other expenditures’.  (1 Mark)  

(a) Rs.21780   

(b) Rs.21750   

(c) Rs.22980 

(d) Rs.23950   

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (74-78): Study the following table carefully and answer the following question. 

The table represents the cost of production and profit percentages of sports utility companies Adidas 

and Nike over the years from 2001 to 2005: 

Year 

Adidas Nike 

Cost of production 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Profit% Cost of production 

(Rs. in lakh) 

Profit% 

2001 320 40% — 40% 

2002 — 30% — 25% 

2003 420 20% 440 35% 

2004 460 45% 470 20% 

2005 510 30% 580 — 

Note: - Few values are missing. You should calculate the missing values, if required. 

Profit = Sales – cost of production 

Profit % = (
Profit

Cost of production
) × 100 % 

 

Q74. If total sale of Adidas and Nike together in 2001 is 798 lakh, then find the cost of production 

of Nike?   

(a) 250 lakh 

(b) 300 lakh 

(c) 200 lakh 

(d) 150 lakh 

(e) None of these 
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Q75. If total sale of Adidas and Nike together in 2002 is 1150 lakh, and cost of production of 

Adidas to that of Nike is 5 : 4, then find the difference in the cost of production of the two 

companies in 2002?   

(a) 300 lakh 

(b) 100 lakh 

(c) 400 lakh 

(d) 200 lakh 

(e) None of these 

 

Q76. The average sale of Adidas in years 2004 and 2005 is 

approximately what percent of the average sales of Nike in 

years 2003 and 2004?   

(a) 120% 

(b) 110% 

(c) 114% 

(d) 121% 

(e) 108% 

 

Q77. If the total sale of Adidas and Nike together in 2005 is 1330 lakh, then find the profit% of 

Nike in 2005?   

(a) 18% 

(b) 21% 

(c) 12% 

(d) 15% 

(e) None of these 

 

Q78. What is the ratio of sales of Adidas in 2003 to that of Nike in 2004?   

(a) 41 : 43 

(b) 42 : 47 

(c) 39 : 47 

(d) 43 : 41 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (79-80): Two trains start together from a Station A in the same direction. The second train 

can cover 1.2 times the distance of first train in the same time. One hour later, a third train starts from 

same station and in the same direction. It overtakes the second train exactly 2 hours after it overtakes 

the first train. 

 

Q79. What is the speed of third train, if the speed of the first train is 50 km/h?   

(a) 60 km/h 

(b) 90 km/h 

(c) 75 km/h 

(d) 80 km/h 

(e) None of these 
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Q80. How much distance is covered by third train till the time it overtakes the second train, if the 

speed of the first train is 50 km/h?   

(a) 360 km 

(b) 300 km 

(c) 225 km 

(d) 240 km 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (81- 87): Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. 

Certain words are given in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions. 

To remake the world (including Nature), Fourier mobilized: an intolerance (for Civilization), a form 

(classification), astandard (pleasure), on imagination (the 'scene'), a discourse (his book), all of which 

pretty well defined 'the action of the signifier or the signifier in action. This action continually makes 

visible on the page a glaring lack, that of science and politics, that is, of the signified. What Fourier 

lacks (for that matter voluntarily) points in return to what we ourselves lack when we reject Fourier: 

to be ironic about Fourier is always - even from the scientific point of view - to censure the signifier. 

Political and Domestic (the name of Fourier's system), science and Utopia, Marxism and Fourierism, 

are like two nets whose meshes are of different sizes. On the one hand, Fourier allows to pass 

through all the science that Marx collects and develops; from the political point of view (and above all 

since Marxism has given an indelible name to its 

shortcomings). Fourier is completely off to one side, unrealistic and immoral. However, the other, 

facing, net allows pleasure, which Fourier collects, to pass through. Desire and Need pass through, as 

though the two nets were alternatively superimposed, playing at topping hands. However, the 

relationship of Desire and Need is not complementary (were they fitted one into the other, every-

thing would be perfect), but supplementary: each is the excess of the other. The excess: what does not 

pass through. For example, seen from today (i.e., after Marx), politics is a necessary purge; Fourier is 

the child who avoids the purge, who vomits it up. 

The vomiting of politics is what Fourier calls Invention. Fourierist invention ("For me, I am an 

inventor, and not an orator") addresses the absolutely new, that about which nothing has yet been 

said. The rule of invention is a rule of refusal: to doubt absolutely (more than did Descartes, who, 

Fourier though, never made more than a partial and misplaced use of doubt), to be in opposition 

with everything being done, to treat only of what has not been treated, to stand apart from "literary 

agitator", Book People, to preach what opinion holds to be impossible. It is in sum for this purely 

structural reason (old/new) and through a simple constraint of the discourse (to speak only where 

there has not yet been speech) that Fourier is silent understood in the modem sense: Fourier 

repudiates the writer, i.e. the certified manager of good writing, of literature, he who guarantees 

decorative union and thus the fundamental separation of substance and form; in calling himself an 

inventor ("I am not a writer, but an inventor"), he places himself at the limit of meaning, what we 

today call Text. Perhaps, following Fourier, we should henceforth call inventor (and not writer or 

philosopher) he who proposes new formulae and thereby invests, by fragments, immensely and in 

detail, the space of the signifier. 
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Q81. According to the author 

(a) Fourier does not say anything about modern politics. 

(b) Fourier speaks volumes about modern politics. 

(c) The author makes a good commentary on modern politics. 

(d) The author is silent about modern politics. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q82. Which is the most appropriate title for the above passage? 

(a) Philosopher and writer  

(b) Inventor, not writer 

(c) Writer, not inventor  

(d) Inventor and writer 

(e) only Inventor 

 

Q83. Which of the following is the author of the statement, "For me, I am an inventor, and not an 

orator". 

(a) The author of the passage  

(b) Karl Marx 

(c) Fourier  

(d) Descartes 

(e) A political leader 

 

Q84. According to the passage 

(a) political and domestic belong to the same category. 

(b) science and Utopia belong to the same category. 

(c) Marxism and Fourierism belong to the same category. 

(d) science and Utopia belong to different categories.  

(e) All of these 

 

Q85. According to Fourier 

(a) one who creates a text is a writer. 

(b) one who creates a text is an inventor. 

(c) a writer calls himself an inventor. 

(d) a philosopher calls himself an inventor. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q86. According to the author of the passage 

(a) desire and need perfectly fit into each other. 

(b) desire and need do not fit into each other. 

(c) desire is a necessary purge.  

(d) Fourier is the child of the purge. 

(e) All of these 
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Q87. According to the passage 

(a) Fourier thought that Descartes made only a partial use of doubt. 

(b) Descartes thought the Fourier made only a partial use of doubt. 

(c) the author of the passage made only a partial use of doubt. 

(d) Descartes made full use of doubt. 

(e) All of these 

 

Directions (88- 95): Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. 

Certain words are given in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions. 

Have you ever come across a painting, by Picasso, Mondrian, Miro, or any other modern abstract 

painter of this century, and found yourself engulfed in a brightly-coloured canvas which your senses 

cannot interpret? Many people would tend to denounce abstractionism as senseless trash. These 

people are disoriented by Miro’s bright, fanciful creatures and two-dimensional canvases. They click 

their tongues and shake their heads at Mondrian’s grid works, declaring that the poor guy played too 

many scrabble games. They silently shake their heads in sympathy for Picasso, whose gruesome, 

distorted figures must be a reflection of his mental health. Then, standing in front of a work by 

Charlie Russell, the famous western artist, they’ll declare it a work of God. People feel more 

comfortable with something they can relate to and understand immediately without too much 

thought. This is the case with the work of Charlie Russell. Being able to recognize the elements in his 

paintings — trees, horses and cowboys — gives people a safety line to their world of ‘reality’. There 

are some who would disagree when I say abstract art requires more creativity and artistic talent to 

produce a good piece than does representational art, but there are many weaknesses in their 

arguments. 

People who look down on abstract art have several major arguments to support their beliefs. They 

feel that artists turn abstract because they are not capable of the technical drafting skills that appear 

in a Russell: therefore, such artists create an art form that anyone is capable of and that is less time 

consuming, and then parade it as artistic progress. Secondly, they feel that the purpose of art is to 

create something of beauty in an orderly, logical composition. Russell’s compositions are balanced 

and rational: everything sits calmly on the canvas, leaving the viewer satisfied that he has seen all 

there is to see. The modern abstractionists, on the other hand, seem to compose their pieces 

irrationally. For example, upon seeing Picasso’s Guernica, a friend of mine asked me, “What‘s the 

point?” Finally, many people feel that art should portray the ideal and real. The exactness of detail in 

Charlie Russell’s work is an example of this. He has been called a great historian because his pieces 

depict the lifestyle, dress, and events of the times. His subject matter is derived from his own 

experiences on the trial, and reproduced to the smallest detail. 

I agree in part with many of these arguments, and at one time even endorsed them. But now, I believe 

differently. Firstly, I object to the argument that abstract artists are not capable of drafting. Many 

abstract artists, such as Picasso, are excellent draftsmen. As his work matured, Picasso became more 

abstract in order to increase the expressive quality of his work. Guernica was meant as a protest 
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against the bombing of that city by the Germans. To express the terror and suffering of the victims 

more vividly, he distorted the figures and presented them in a black and white journalistic manner. If 

he had used representational images and colour, much of the emotional content would have been lost 

and the piece would not have caused the demand for justice that it did. Secondly, I do not think that a 

piece must be logical and aesthetically pleasing to be art. The message it conveys to its viewers is 

more important. It should reflect the ideals and issues of its time and be true to itself, not just a 

flowery, glossy surface. For example, through his work, Mondrian was trying to present a system of 

simplicity, logic, and rational order. As a result, his pieces did end up looking like a scrabble board.  

Miro created powerful, surrealistic images from his dreams and subconscious. These artists were 

trying to evoke a response from society through an expressionistic manner. Finally, abstract artists 

and representational artists maintain different ideas about ‘reality’. To the representational artist, 

reality is what he sees with his eyes. This is the reality he reproduces on canvas. To the abstract artist, 

reality is what he feels about what his eyes see. This is the reality he interprets on canvas. This can be 

illustrated by Mondrian’s Trees series. You can actually see the progression from the early 

recognizable, though abstracted Trees, to his final solution, the grid system. 

A cycle of abstract and representational art began with the first scratchings of prehistoric man. From 

the abstractions of ancient Egypt to representational, classical Rome, returning to abstractionism in 

early Christian art and, so on up to the present day, the cycle has been going on. But this day and age 

may witness its death through the camera. With film, there is no need to produce finely detailed, 

historical records manually; the camera does this for us more efficiently. Maybe, representational art 

would cease to exist. With abstractionism as the victor of the first battle, maybe, a different kind of 

cycle will be touched off. Possibly, sometime in the distant future, thousands of years from now, art 

itself will be physically non-existent. Some artists today believe that once they have planned and 

constructed a piece in their mind, there is no sense in finishing it with their hands; it has already been 

done and can never be duplicated. 

 

Q88. The author believes that people feel comfortable with representational art because 

(a) they are not engulfed in brightly-coloured canvases. 

(b) they do not have to click their tongues and shake their heads in sympathy. 

(c) they understand the art without putting too much strain on their minds. 

(d) painting like Guernica do not have a point. 

(e) All of these 

 

Q89. In the author’s opinion, Picasso’s Guernica created a strong demand for justice since 

(a) it was a protest against the German bombing of Guernica. 

(b) Picasso managed to express the emotional content well with his abstract depiction. 

(c) it depicts the terror and suffering of the victims in a distorted manner. 

(d)it was a mature work of Picasso, painted when the artist’s drafting skills were excellent. 

(e) Both (c) and (d) 
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Q90.The author argues that many people look down upon abstract art because they feel that 

(a) modern abstract art does not portray what is ideal and real. 

(b) abstract artists are unskilled in matters of technical drafting. 

(c) abstractionists compose irrationally. 

(d) Both (b) and (c)  

(e)All of the above 

 

Q91. The author acknowledges that Mondrian’s pieces may have ended up looking like a scrabble 

board because 

(a) many people declared the poor guy played too many scrabble games. 

(b) Mondrian believed in the ‘grid-works’ approach to abstractionist painting. 

(c) Mondrian was trying to convey the message of simplicity and rational order. 

(d) Mondrian learned from his Trees series to evolve a grid system. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q92. The main difference between the abstract artist and the representational artist in matters of 

the ‘ideal’ and the ‘real’, according to the author, is: 

(a) How each chooses to deal with ‘reality’ on his or her canvas. 

(b) The superiority of interpretation of reality over reproduction of reality. 

(c) The different values attached by each to being a historian. 

(d) The varying levels of drafting skills and logical thinking abilities. 

(e) All of these 

 

Directions (93-94): Choose the word/group of words which is most SIMILAR in meaning to the 

word/group of words printed in bold as used in passage. 

 

Q93. Denounce 

(a) candid 

(b) allure 

(c) sublime 

(d) proscribe 

(e) splendid 

 

Q94. Scrabble 

(a) Rummage 

(b) ascribe 

(c) murky 

(d) rebuke 

(e) rife 
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Directions (95): Choose the word/group of words which is most OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

word/group of words printed in bold as used in passage. 

 

Q95. Vividly 

(a) reprehend 

(b) disparage 

(c) berate 

(d) cavil 

(e) indeterminate 

 

Direction (96): In the following question, a part of the sentence is given in bold; it is then followed 

by three sentences which try to explain the meaning of the phrase given in bold. Choose the best 

set of alternatives from the five options given below each question which explains the meaning of 

the phrase correctly without altering the meaning of the sentence given to the question. 

 

Q96. The so-called nationalists are clearly off-target when they miss the point that patriotism 

arises from a genuine love of one’s country, having a stake in its welfare ~ it cannot be 

indoctrinated through symbolic gestures. 

(I) The ones who call themselves nationalists are clearly off-target when they miss the point that 

patriotism arises from an unfeigned love of one’s country and having a stake in its welfare rather 

than persuading it through symbolic deeds. 

(II) Most of the time the so-called nationalists miss the point that patriotism cannot be drilled through 

allusive acts rather it transpires from a true love of one’s country and being supportive in its 

prosperity. 

(III) Any symbolic actions to prove patriotism cannot be considered a genuine love of one’s country 

and that’s what the so-called nationalists miss to make a point.  

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (III) is correct 

(c) Both (I) and (III) are correct 

(d) Both (II) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Direction (97): The following question consists of a sentence which is divided into three parts 

which contain grammatical errors in one or more than one part of the sentence. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence, find the correct alternatives to replace those parts from the three 

options given below each question to make the sentence grammatically correct. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence and none of the alternatives is correct to replace that part, then choose 

(d), i.e., None of the (I), (II) and (III) as your answer. If the given sentence is grammatically correct 

or does not require any correction, choose (e), i.e., No correction required as your answer. 
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Q97. Water is in every sense a multi-dimensional resource (I)/requiring an understanding of many 

other discipline(II)/for its sustainable management. (III) 

(I) Water that has been a multi-dimensional resource 

(II) requiring an understanding of many other disciplines 

(III) in its sustainable management 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Only (II) 

(c) Both (I) and (III) 

(d) None of the (I), (II) and (III) 

(e) No correction required 

 

Direction (98): In the following question, a part of the sentence is given in bold; it is then followed 

by three sentences which try to explain the meaning of the phrase given in bold. Choose the best 

set of alternatives from the five options given below each question which explains the meaning of 

the phrase correctly without altering the meaning of the sentence given tothe question. 

 

Q98. The Right to Education Act, which has not been as effective as initially envisaged in 2010, 

might well flounder on the rock of teaching ~ a cruel irony of what was once packaged as a 

fundamental entitlement. 

(I) The Right to Education Act has not been as effective as initially anticipated in 2010 which might 

well work against the process of teaching, envisioning a cruel irony of what was once packaged as a 

fundamental entitlement. 

(II) The Right to Education Act that was once packaged as a fundamental entitlement has not been as 

effective as initially envisaged in 2010 and might struggle ironically due to the teaching flaws.  

(III) The Right to Education Act has given way to a cruel irony of what was once packaged as a 

fundamental entitlement owing to its ineffectiveness as envisioned in 2010 and might prosper the 

foundation of teaching in the process. 

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (II) is correct 

(c) Both (II) and (III) are correct 

(d) Both (I) and (II) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Direction (99): The following question consists of a sentence which is divided into three parts 

which contain grammatical errors in one or more than one part of the sentence. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence, find the correct alternatives to replace those parts from the three 

options given below each question to make the sentence grammatically correct. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence and none of the alternatives is correct to replace that part, then choose 

(d), i.e., None of the (I), (II) and (III) as your answer. If the given sentence is grammatically correct 

or does not require any correction, choose (e), i.e., No correction required as your answer. 
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Q99. The Centre earns a large part of its own revenues not only in excise and customs duty (I)/on 

petro-products, while from cess on crude oil, (II)/from taxes on the profits of oil companies and 

dividend from oil PSUs. (III) 

(I) The Centre earns a large part of its own revenues not only from 

excise and customs duty 

(II) on petro-products, but also from cess on crude oil, 

(III) in taxes on the profits of oil companies and dividend on oil 

PSUs 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Both (II) and (III) 

(c) Both (I) and (II) 

(d) None of the (I), (II) and (III) 

(e) No correction required 

 

Direction (100): In the following question, a part of the sentence is given in BOLD; it is then 

followed by three sentences which try to explain the meaning of the phrase given in BOLD. 

Choose the best set of alternatives from the five options given below each question which 

explains the meaning of the phrase correctly without altering the meaning of the sentence given to 

the question. 

 

Q100. Sometimes dreams are such a far cry from reality that they do make for somewhat entertaining 

cocktail party conversation. 

(I) Dreams are intermittently illusory, framing somewhat entertaining cocktail party conversation. 

(II) Sometimes dreams are so funny that they foster entertaining cocktail party conversation. 

(III) Sometimes dreams are so much different from reality that they tend to result in somewhat 

entertaining cocktail party conversation.  

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (II) is correct 

(c) Both (I) and (II) are correct 

(d) Both (I) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Direction (101): The following question consists of a sentence which is divided into three parts 

which contain grammatical errors in one or more than one part of the sentence. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence, find the correct alternatives to replace those parts from the three 

options given below each question to make the sentence grammatically correct. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence and none of the alternatives is correct to replace that part, then choose 

(d), i.e., None of the (I), (II) and (III) as your answer. If the given sentence is grammatically correct 

or does not require any correction, choose (e), i.e., No correction required as your answer.  
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Q101. The uptick Amazon shares registered on Wall Street this Friday has directly affected (I)/ the 

fortune of its founder, Jeff Bezos, who immediately (II)/replaced Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates 

as the richest person in the world. (III) 

(I) The uptick Amazon shares registered on Wall Street this Friday had directly effected 

(II) the fortune of its founder, Jeff Bezos, who’s immediately 

(III) replacing Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates as the richest person of the world 

(a) Only (I)  

(b) Only (II)  

(c) Both (I) and (III) 

(d) None of the (I), (II) and (III) 

(e) No correction required 

 

Direction (102): There are sets of four statements in question given below which when connected 

using the correct sentence structure forms a single complete sentence without altering the meaning 

of the sentences given in the question. There are four options given below the question, choose 

the sentence that forms the correct formation of a single sentence which is both grammatically 

correct and contextually meaningful. If none follows, choose (e) as your answer. 

 

Q102. There is a decline in GDP growth in the first quarter of 2017-18; GDP is declined to 5.4 per 

cent, compared to 7.6 per cent during the same period in 2016-17;it is mainly because of a 

slowdown in the economy after the euphoria of a turnaround; it is causing sleepless nights to the 

government of Narendra Modi. 

(a) There is a decline in GDP growth in the first quarter of 2017-18 to 5.4 per cent as compared to 7.6 

per cent during the same period in 2016-17 which is mainly because of a slowdown in the economy 

after the euphoria of a turnaround that has caused sleepless nights to the government of Narendra 

Modi.  

(b) Decline in GDP growth in the first quarter of 2017-18 to 5.4 per cent, compared to 7.6 per cent 

during the same period in 2016-17 mainly because of a slowdown in the economy after the euphoria 

of a turnaround is causing sleepless nights to the government of Narendra Modi. 

(c) Because of a slowdown in the economy after the euphoria of a turnaround that is causing sleepless 

nights to the government of Narendra Modi, there is a decline in GDP growth in the first quarter of 

2017-18 leading to 5.4 per cent after comparing it to 7.6 per cent during the same period in 2016-17.  

(d) While there is a decline in GDP growth in the first quarter of 2017-18 up to 5.4 per cent when 

compared to 7.6 per cent during the same period in 2016-17, it has been causing sleepless nights to 

the government of Narendra Modi owing to the slowdown in the economy and the euphoria of a 

turnaround.  

(e) None of the above is correct.  
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Direction (103): The following question consists of a sentence which is divided into three parts 

which contain grammatical errors in one or more than one part of the sentence. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence, find the correct alternatives to replace those parts from the three 

options given below each question to make the sentence grammatically correct. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence and none of the alternatives is correct to replace that part, then choose 

(d), i.e., None of the (I), (II) and (III) as your answer. If the given sentence is grammatically correct 

or does not require any correction, choose (e), i.e., No correction required as your answer. 

 

Q103. India’s biggest tax reform through date, the Goods and Service Tax, (I)/with its goal of “one 

nation, one tax”, (II)/ heralds a new age in India’s growth story. (III) 

(I) India’s biggest tax reform till date, the Goods and Service Tax, 

(II) with its goals of “one nation, one tax”, 

(III) heralds a new age of India’s growth story 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Both (I) and (III) 

(c) All (I), (II) and (III) 

(d) None of the (I), (II) and (III) 

(e) No correction required 

 

Direction (104): There are sets of four statements in question given below which when connected 

using the correct sentence structure forms a single complete sentence without altering the meaning 

of the sentences given in the question. There are four options given below the question, choose 

the sentence that forms the correct formation of a single sentence which is both grammatically 

correct and contextually meaningful. If none follows, choose (e) as your answer. 

 

Q104. Asian societies are needed to be advised; they would be well advised not to consider 

themselves immune to populism; it is the present manifestations in the West that have generated 

internal pressures on these institutions; it has hastened concern that they should be addressed 

with urgency. 

(a) Asian societies should be advised that they will not consider themselves immune to populism as 

its present manifestation in the West has generated internal pressures on these institutions that has 

hastened concern that they should be addressed with urgency.  

(b) The present manifestations in the West has generated internal pressures on the institutions like 

Asian societies which should have been advised not to consider themselves immune to populism as it 

has hastened concern that they should be addressed with urgency.  

(c) While Asian societies would be well advised not to consider themselves immune to populism, it is 

nevertheless its present manifestations in the West that have generated internal pressures on these 

institutions and hastened concern that they should be addressed with urgency.  

(d) There has been a need to advise Asian societies to not consider themselves immune to populism 

as its present manifestations in the West have generated internal pressures on these institutions 

hastening concern that they should be addressed with urgency.  

(e) None of the above is correct. 
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Direction (105): The following question consists of a sentence which is divided into three parts 

which contain grammatical errors in one or more than one part of the sentence. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence, find the correct alternatives to replace those parts from the three 

options given below each question to make the sentence grammatically correct. If there is an error 

in any part of the sentence and none of the alternatives is correct to replace that part, then choose 

(d), i.e., None of the (I), (II) and (III) as your answer. If the given sentence is grammatically correct 

or does not require any correction, choose (e), i.e., No correction required as your answer. 

 

Q105. Researchers have found that participating in a brief (I)/intervention delivered by its peers in 

community settings (II)/can help youth and adolescent reduce in smoking. (III) 

(I) Researchers have found that participation in a brief  

(II) intervention delivered by their peers in community settings 

(III) can help youth and adolescent to reduce smoking 

(a) Only (I) 

(b) Both (I) and (III) 

(c) Both (II) and (III) 

(d) None of the (I), (II) and (III) 

(e) No correction required 

 

Direction (106): There are sets of four statements in question given below which when connected 

using the correct sentence structure forms a single complete sentence without altering the meaning 

of the sentences given in the question. There are four options given below the question, choose 

the sentence that forms the correct formation of a single sentence which is both grammatically 

correct and contextually meaningful. If none follows, choose (e) as your answer. 

 

Q106. Human being is a rational animal with a consciousness; human beings have conveniently 

cast God in their own images;the God may not be like us; there should definitely be no doubt 

about His very existence. 

(a) Being a rational animal with a consciousness, human beings have conveniently cast God in their 

own images who may not be like us, but there should definitely be no doubt about His very 

existence. 

(b) Human beings is a rational animal with a consciousness that have conveniently cast God in their 

own images who may not be like us, there should definitely be no doubt about His very existence.  

(c) There should be no doubt about the very existence of God’s presence as he may not be like us but 

human beings are a rational animals with a consciousness conveniently casting God in their own 

images.  

(d) While human being is a rational animal with a consciousness, they have conveniently cast God in 

their images which may not be like us and there will be no doubt regarding His very existence.  

(e) None of the above is correct. 
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Direction (107): Select the phrase/connector (STARTERS) from the given three options which can 
be used to form a single sentence from the two sentences given below, implying the same 
meaning as expressed in the statement sentences. 

 
Q107. (1) The final word is yet to be said on the alleged channeling of black money into Jan Dhan 
accounts.  
(2) The scheme has indeed led to a transformation. 

(I) While the final word… 
(II) Although the final word… 
(III) Not only did the scheme… 
(a) Only (I) is correct 
(b) Only (II) is correct 
(c) Both (I) and (II) are correct 
(d) Both (II) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 
 
Direction (108): There are sets of four statements in question given below which when connected 
using the correct sentence structure forms a single complete sentence without altering the meaning 
of the sentences given in the question. There are four options given below the question, choose 
the sentence that forms the correct formation of a single sentence which is both grammatically 
correct and contextually meaningful. If none follows, choose (e) as your answer. 
  
Q108. There is an exponential growth in motor vehicles; it is the direct consequence of the failure 
of the public transport system to keep pace with growing urban travel demand; it is combined 
with mindless encouragement of central and state governments to private transport; rowing 
income and aspirations of urban population only make this problem of urban transportation very 
acute. 
(a) There has been an exponential growth in motor vehicles which is the direct consequence of the 
failure of the public transport system to keep pace with growing urban travel demand combining it 
with mindless encouragement of central and state governments to private transport and rowing 
income and aspirations to urban population only make this problem of urban transportation very 
acute.  
(b) The direct consequence of the failure of the public transport system to keep pace with growing 
urban travel demand have resulted in an exponential growth in motor vehicles with mindless 
encouragement of central and state governments to private transport, whereas rowing income and 
aspirations to urban population only make this problem of urban transportation very acute.  
(c) Although there is an exponential growth in motor vehicles, it is the direct consequence of the 
failure of the public transport system to keep pace with growing urban travel demand to combine 
with mindless encouragement of central and state governments to private transport but rowing 
income and aspirations of urban population only make this problem of urban transportation very 
acute. 
(d) The exponential growth in motor vehicles is the direct consequence of the failure of the public 
transport system to keep pace with growing urban travel demand combined with mindless 
encouragement of central and state governments to private transport, while rowing income and 
aspirations of urban population only make this problem of urban transportation very acute. 
(e) None of the above is correct. 
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Direction (109): Select the phrase/connector (STARTERS) from the given three options which can 

be used to form a single sentence from the two sentences given below, implying the same 

meaning as expressed in the statement sentences. 

 

Q109. (1) The BJP Chief, Amit Shah was summoned back to Delhi for an urgent meeting with the 

PM and Arun Jaitley. 

(2) The aborted march is being seen in Kerala as an admission of defeat by the BJP chief. 

(I) Notwithstanding that Amit Shah… 

(II) For all that the aborted march… 

(III) Although Amit Shah was… 

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (II) is correct 

(c) Only (III) is correct 

(d) Both (I) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Direction (110): There are sets of four statements in question given below which when connected 

using the correct sentence structure forms a single complete sentence without altering the meaning 

of the sentences given in the question. There are four options given below the question, choose 

the sentence that forms the correct formation of a single sentence which is both grammatically 

correct and contextually meaningful. If none follows, choose (e) as your answer. 

 

Q110. There could be a comment on the import of yet another term for President Xi Jinping and 

the reconstituted hierarchy of the Communist Party of China; it must await the conclusion of the 

19th party congress; it is now in session at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People; last Wednesday’s 

inaugural reaffirmed that China is at the threshold of yet another phase in its history. 

(a) While comment on the import of yet another term for President Xi Jinping and the reconstituted 

hierarchy of the Communist Party of China must await the conclusion of the 19th party congress, 

now in session at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People, last Wednesday’s inaugural reaffirmed that 

China is at the threshold of yet another phase in its history. 

(b) The comment on the import of yet another term for President Xi Jinping and the reconstituted 

hierarchy of the Communist Party of China must be awaiting the conclusion of the 19th party 

congress which is now in session at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People after last Wednesday’s 

inaugural reaffirmed that China was at the threshold of yet another phase in its history. 

(c) There could be a comment on the import of yet another term for President Xi Jinping and the 

reconstituted hierarchy of the Communist Party of China who should await the conclusion of the 

19th party congress, which is now in session at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People as last Wednesday’s 

inaugural reaffirmed that China is at the threshold of yet another phase in its history. 

(d) As the comment on the import of yet another term for President Xi Jinping and the reconstituted 

hierarchy of the Communist Party of China must await the conclusion of the 19th party congress, 

now in session at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People, but last Wednesday’s inaugural reaffirmed that 

China is at the threshold of yet another phase in its history. 

(e) None of the above is correct. 
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Direction (111-113): Select the phrase/connector (STARTERS) from the given three options which 

can be used to form a single sentence from the two sentences given below, implying the same 

meaning as expressed in the statement sentences. 

 

Q111. (1) A person can be charged with sedition only if he incites violence or intends to create 

disorder through speech or writing. 

(2) The Constitutional Bench of the Supreme Court in the Kedarnath case came up with the 

judgment.  

(I) If a person is charged with… 

(II) According to the judgment of the… 

(III) In the Kedarnath case… 

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (II) is correct 

(c) Both (I) and (III) are correct 

(d) Both (II) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Q112. (1) Mr. Debroy said that the only good way to obtain satisfactory jobs data is through 

household surveys and that the previous National Sample Survey was released in 2011, and the 

next one will release data only in 2018. 

(2) He stressed that there is no good data regarding jobs, employment and unemployment. 

(I) Stressing that there is no… 

(II) In defiance of good way to… 

(III) To obtain satisfactory jobs… 

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (III) is correct 

(c) Both (I) and (II) are correct 

(d) Both (II) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 

 

Q113. (1) Germany saw its position enhanced, albeit obliquely via the tradition of having a 

European head of the IMF. 

(2) Japan’s frustrations led it to create the Asian Development 

Bank as its major channel of development funding. 

(I) Creating the Asian Development …. 

(II) While Germany did see its… 

(III) Regardless of Japan’s frustrations… 

(a) Only (I) is correct 

(b) Only (II) is correct 

(c) Both (I) and (II) are correct 

(d) Both (I) and (III) are correct 

(e) All are correct 
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Direction (114-115): Rearrange the following sentences to form a meaningful paragraph and then 

answer the questions that follow.   

 

Q114. If Sentence (C), “India’s surge in the latest World Bank report on “the ease of doing 

business” around the world — from the 130th position last year to the 100th — could not have 

come at a better time for the government.” is the first sentence, what is the order of other sentences 

after rearrangement? 

(A) He reiterated the commitment to pursue more reforms, especially in areas where the Index still 

rates India poorly among 190 countries. 

(B) Specific steps to cut red tape seem to be paying off, with the Bank recognising India as one of the 

top 10 countries that have made improvement over the past year, and the only large country to see a 

significant shift. 

(C) India’s surge in the latest World Bank report on “the ease of doing business” around the world — 

from the 130th position last year to the 100th — could not have come at a better time for the 

government. 

(D) Prime Minister NarendraModi has set for his government the target of entering the top 50 in the 

Bank’s index, from the 142nd rank India was placed at in 2014 soon after he assumed office. 

(E) The introduction of the new insolvency and bankruptcy resolution process, simplifications in the 

payment of statutory dues such as provident fund contributions and corporate taxes and easier access 

to credit are among the key changes that spurred India’s latest ranking. 

(F) Facing sustained criticism of late over its handling of the economy, it was not entirely surprising 

that Finance Minister ArunJaitley held a press conference just to discuss the findings of the Bank’s 

report.  

(a) FADBE 

(b) ABDEF 

(c) DEABF 

(d) BDFEA  

(e) DFBAE 

 

Q115. If sentence (D), “The number of deaths and the incidence rate have been falling both 

globally and in India.” is the last sentence of the paragraph, then which of the following sentences 

does not fit into the paragraph formed after rearranging other sentences? 

(A) Incidence estimates for India are considered interim, pending a national TB prevalence survey 

scheduled for 2017-2018. 

(B) Notably, domestic funding (74%, $387 million) for anti-TB work has been more than that from 

international sources (26%, $124 million). 

(C) There is a glimmer of hope with India registering a slight drop in the number of new tuberculosis 

cases and TB deaths in 2016 compared with 2015. 

(D) The number of deaths and the incidence rate have been falling both globally and in India. 

(E) In terms of mortality, the drop was from 0.51 million in 2015 to 0.43 million in 2016. 

(F) From an estimated 2.84 million new cases in 2015, the number dropped marginally to 2.79 million 

in 2016, according to the World Health Organisation’s Global tuberculosis report, 2017. 
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(a) A 

(b) C 

(c) E 

(d) B 

(e) F 

 

Q116. The tax payers data flows directly from banks to Tax Information Network (TIN). Who 

maintains TIN?  

(a) RBI  

(b) National Securities Depository Ltd.  

(c) National Securities Defense Ltd.  

(d) Enforcement Directorate  

(e) None of these 

 

Q117. ____________ and IFFCO rolled out their first set of co-branded debit cards for farmers as 

part of a novel initiative to push digitalization and cashless economy. 

(a) SIDBI 

(b) SBI 

(c) PNB 

(d) BOB 

(e) NABARD 

 

Q118. 'Dhopkhel' is a famous traditional game of which Indian state?  

(a) Odisha 

(b) Rajasthan 

(c) Tamil Nadu 

(d) Maharashtra 

(e) Assam 

 

Q119. Which Bank has launches 10-second paperless instant loan Scheme? 

(a) HDFC 

(b) SBI 

(c) PNB 

(d) IDBI 

(e) ICICI 

 

Q120. Security Printing and Minting Corporation of India Limited (SPMCIL) was formed after 

corporatization of nine units including four mints, four presses and one paper mill which were 

earlier functioning under the Ministry of Finance. The Company was incorporated on- 

(a) 13th January 2006 

(b) 01st April 2002 

(c) 18th March 2004 

(d) 02nd October 2008 

(e) 15th September 1960 
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Q121. Which state has become the first Indian State to approve e-vehicle policy? 

(a) Kerala 

(b) Punjab 

(c) Andhra Pradesh 

(d) Uttar Pradesh 

(e) Karnataka 

 

Q122. Which of the following Act provides provisions for the regulation of credit information 

companies? 

(a) Companies Act, 1956 

(b) Credit Information (Companies Regulation Act, 2005) 

(c) Information Technology Act, 2000 

(d) Banking Regulation Act, 1949 

(e) None of the given options is true 

 

Q123. What is the full form of ‘FSDC’ which is used in financial sectors? 

(a) Financial Security and Development Council 

(b) Financial Stability and Development Council 

(c) Fiscal Security and Development Council 

(d) Fiscal Stability and Development Council 

(e) None of these 

 

Q124. Closed Economy is one in which: 

(a) Only export takes place 

(b) Money supply is fully controlled 

(c) Deficit financing takes place 

(d) Neither export nor import takes place 

(e) None of the above 

 

Q125. The government has lowered interest rate on small saving 

schemes by 0.1 percent for the July- September quarter. 

Sukanya Samriddhi Account Scheme will offer ________ 

percent annually. 

(a) 8.4 percent  

(b) 8.5 percent  

(c) 8.6 percent  

(d) 8.3 percent 

(e) 8.7 percent 
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Q126. World’s first Bank Agnostic Instant Funds Transfer Platform using Facebook launched by- 

(a) ICICI Bank 

(b) Kotak Mahindra Bank 

(c) IndusInd Bank 

(d) Central Bank 

(e) HDFC Bank 

 

Q127. Which state government has launched the ‘single-women pensions’ scheme across the state? 

(a) Andhra Pradesh 

(b) Uttar Pradesh 

(c) Bihar  

(d) Kerala 

(e) Telangana 

 

Q128. Name the person that was elected as Chair of Ethics Commission of the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC) for a four-year term. 

(a) Ban Ki-moon 

(b) Takehiko Nakao 

(c) Thomas Bach 

(d) Nathan Colter 

(e) Adams Johansson 

 

Q129. Which of the following is/are included in Legal Tender Money in India? 

(a) Coins and currency notes 

(b) Coins and bank drafts 

(c) Currency notes and SDRs 

(d) Currency notes issued by RBI 

(e) None of these  

 

Q130. ___________ is the economic device whereby the individual or business pays a cost 

(premium) in exchange for protection against financial loss. 

(a) Coverage 

(b) Insured 

(c) Endorsement 

(d) Exclusion 

(e) Insurance 

 

Q131. Public Debt Management Agency (PDMA) is being to set up to prevent leakages and 

development of the- 

(a) Treasury Market 

(b) Bond Market 

(c) Money Market 

(d) Capital Market 

(e) Call Money Market 
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Q132. National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) is an organization under the- 

(a) Ministry of Finance 

(b) Ministry of Rural Development 

(c) Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

(d) Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 

(e) Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation 

 

Q133. Which of the following is not available to depositors of NBFCs? 

(a) Deposit Insurance facility 

(b) Acquisition of shares 

(c) Loans and Advances 

(d) All of the Above 

(e) None of these 

 

Q134. Name the private sector bank, which has launched an Image Debit Card to enable its 

cardholders to personalize the card with the image of his/her choice. 

(a) Karnataka Bank  

(b) Dena Bank 

(c) Bank of Baroda 

(d) Central Bank of India 

(e) None of these 

 

Q135. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) is an international 

financial institution that offers loans to- 

(a) Multinational Banks 

(b) Multinational Financial Institutions 

(c) Middle-Income Developing Countries 

(d) Non-Government Organizations 

(e) None of these 

 

Q136. Pench National Park is famous national park in Central 

India. It is named after the river Pench, which passes through the 

park from north to south. It is situated in 

(a) Rajasthan 

(b) Madhya Pradesh 

(c) Karnataka 

(d) Utter Pradesh 

(e) Odisha 
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Q137. Forbes has released a list of the top 100 most powerful Arab business women for 2017. 

Which of the following country represents the highest number of women in that list? 

(a) USA 

(b) Egypt 

(c) UAE 

(d) Sweden 

(e) Denmark 

 

Q138. Which cricket team has won the 2017 Vijay Hazare Trophy?  

(a) Karnataka  

(b) Gujarat  

(c) Delhi 

(d) Tamil Nadu 

(e) Mumbai 

 

Q139. Lewis Hamilton, a British Formula One racing driver, has won the 2017 Formula One British 

Grand Prix tournament at Silverstone, United Kingdom by defeating 

(a) Valtteri Bottas 

(b) Kimi Räikkönen 

(c) Max Verstappen 

(d) Daniel Ricciardo 

(e) None of these 

  

Q140. Name the smartphone maker company, which has tied up with State Bank of India to store 

higher variants of SBI debit cards on the app. 

(a) Samsung 

(b) Motorola 

(c) Apple 

(d) Lava 

(e) Sony 

 

Q141. The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has appointed an expert 

panel committee that would study various issues relating to data protection in the country. The 

committee is headed by ____________. 

(a) M. Patanjali Sastri 

(b) B N Srikrishna 

(c) Sudhi Ranjan Das 

(d) Ranganath Misra 

(e) Kamal Narain Singh 
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Q142. The Supreme Court declared that __________ ‘cooling off’ period for granting divorce can be 

waived, in New Delhi. 

(a) 3 Month 

(b) 5 Month 

(c) 6 Month 

(d) 9 Month 

(e) 12 Month 

 

Q143. BitBay, one of the top ten cryptocurrency trading platforms in the world, has launched a 

dedicated platform for trade and exchange of digital currencies. Which of the following is not a 

digital currency? 

(a) Mincoin 

(b) Bitcoin 

(c) Litecoin 

(d) Lisk 

(e) Monero 

 

Q144. Name the senior bureaucrat, who has been appointed Director General of Goods and 

Services Tax Intelligence (DG GSTI). 

(a) John Joseph 

(b) Narendra Kumar 

(c) Ajit Doval 

(d) Andrew Joze 

(e) Satyendra Dubey 

 

Q145. Sawai Mansingh Stadium is situated in 

(a) Haryana  

(b) Gujarat 

(c) Rajasthan  

(d) New Delhi  

(e) None of these 

 

Q146. Name the Private sector Bank, which has received $150 million funding from the US 

government and Wells Fargo to increase lending to support women entrepreneurs and small and 

medium-sized enterprises in India. 

(a) Axis Bank 

(b) ICICI Bank 

(c) Yes Bank 

(d) Kotak Mahindra Bank 

(e) South Indian Bank 
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Q147. Mundanthurai Wildlife Sanctuary is located in which state? 

(a) Kerala  

(b) Tamil Nadu 

(c) Andhra Pradesh 

(d) Telangana 

(e) None of these 

 

Q148. Name the Light combat aircraft that has successfully demonstrated an Air-to-Air Beyond 

Visual Range (BVR) missile firing capability by releasing Derby Air-to-Air BVR missile in 

RADAR guided mode in Odisha. 

(a) Prithvi 

(b) Agni 

(c) Tejas 

(d) Brahmos 

(e) None of these 

 

Q149. The International Youth Day was observed across the world on _____________. 

(a) 10 August 

(b) 8 August 

(c) 15 August 

(d) 12 August 

(e) 13 August 

 

Q150. Which of the following is the currency of Iran? 

(a) Rufiyaa 

(b) Dinar 

(c) Dirham 

(d) Rial 

(e) Kyat 

 

Q151.  In which of the following country, India has launched "Incredible India!" campaign to woo 

travellers and make them aware of magnificent holiday options in the country? 

(a) France 

(b) Croatia 

(c) Turkey 

(d) Egypt 

(e) Oman 
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Q152. Nathpa Jhakri Dam is in which of the following state?  

(a) Madhya Pradesh 

(b) Uttar Pradesh 

(c) Himachal Pradesh 

(d) Gujarat 

(e) Jharkhand 

 

Q153. The Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) security at 

which airport has been recognized as the best service in this 

domain by a global quality rating agency? 

(a) Delhi Airport 

(b) Varanasi Airport 

(c) Vijayawada Airport 

(d) Mumbai Airport 

(e) Bangalore Airport 

 

Q154. Where is the head office of Bank for International Settlements (BIS)? 

(a) Zurich, Switzerland 

(b) New York, USA 

(c) Basel, Switzerland  

(d) Berlin, Germany 

(e) Geneva, Switzerland 

 

Q155. What is the duration of Public Provident Fund (PPF) account? 

(a) 3 years 

(b) 5 years 

(c) 9 years 

(d) 15 years 

(e) 18 years 
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